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URSHOW.tv enters Phase 2 of its launch!
URSHOW.tv is transitioning out of beta with a new website and exciting content!
Toronto, ON, June 15 2016: After the successful beta launch of two over the top, unprecedented live
streamed events, URSHOW.tv is ready to deliver more awesome experiences directly to U! We’ve listened
to UR feedback & suggestions to create an even better URSHOW.tv experience!
Phase 2 features new celeb channels, unimaginable live streamed events and life changing contests;
we’re all about bringing U extraordinary entertainment and moments to remember!
Coming off the massively successful $10,000,000 Hole in One Challenge and the inaugural Fight Night,
URSHOW.tv is excited to present its audience and fans cutting edge programs featuring new & familiar
stars.
Upcoming Shows on New Celeb Channels include Gary Busey, Rampage Jackson, Cuttino Mobley & Jay
Seals and many more:
KTFO
Watch the rawest and craziest fight videos on the Internet with co-hosts Rampage Jackson, Lindsey
Pelas and featured guest stars.
Bedtime with Busey
Imagine Gary Busey reading your all-time favorite childhood stories before bedtime.
Funny? Cute? Weird? Hilarious? You decide.
The Locker Room
Chill with Cuttino Mobley & Jay Seals in the “The Locker Room”.
What’s said in the Locker Room stays in the Locker Room.
Special Feature Programs
Exclusive Behind the Scenes videos coming soon for U! Look into Rampage Jackson’s favorite hobby gaming, see how Jenn Sterger & Kate Quigley prank Rampage in a different segment & more special
features to come!
Be part of URSHOW.tv and help shape the fan experience!

About:
URSHOW.tv is a web based network featuring exclusive content from UR favorite celebrities. Unique
programs on-demand, incredible live streamed events and life changing contests; we’re UR all-access
pass to interact with UR favorite celebs!
To learn more, visit www.URSHOW.tv
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